Involvement in multidisciplinary conferences is a common feature of many radiology practices. Be it an academic centre or a busy community hospital, rounds where multiple disciplines are present often play an important role in patient management. It is not uncommon for many radiologists to spend many hours a week in this endeavor. Although this is often seen in the setting of tumour boards, in my own institution, multidisciplinary rounds centred around trauma, rheumatology, and pulmonary and cardiac imaging, as well as other disciplines, are a regular feature of radiologists' daily activities.
Multidisciplinary rounds are sometimes viewed as an encumbrance [1] . Reviewing cases ahead of time can be time consuming. In addition to the time involved in preparation, these rounds, which can often last over an hour, pull the radiologist away from dealing with the day's clinical responsibilities and are usually not compensated financially.
On the other hand, there are many advantages to radiologists' participation in these multidisciplinary events. Personally, I often find I learn a great deal when attending these rounds, which can sometimes be very helpful in interpreting examinations or protocoling cases for imaging. These rounds can also significantly benefit patient care by streamlining workups, avoiding unnecessary or unhelpful examinations, and providing additional information to our clinical and laboratory colleagues [2, 3] . It is also very much to our advantage by increasing our profile amongst our nonradiologic colleagues and increasing our relevance by being an active participant in the team involving clinical decision making. Certainly, in my own institution, the radiologist is often seen as the pivotal person in these multidisciplinary rounds, and this essentially provides us with a place in the sun, whereby the relevance of radiology is highlighted and appreciated. This has actually served in many instances to decrease tensions between departments, and has allowed us to be perceived as an integral part of the team. As an added bonus, recently in British Columbia it has become possible to actually bill for attendance to these rounds, thereby further diminishing some of the obstacles that existed to radiology participation.
Multidisciplinary rounds certainly have far more positives to them than negatives. We need to embrace, promote, and develop this important opportunity.
